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god has a wonderful plan by which you can have a world influence through your prayer
writes dr wesley duewel god has planned that ordinary christians like you and me can
become mighty in prayer for the reaping of christ s harvest among the nations today touch
the world through prayer explains how every christian can pray for the missionaries church
leaders and political leaders in countries around the globe where the gospel is being
preached today dr duewel gives specific bible promises that we can claim in these
intercessory prayers he describes how to pray in the power of jesus name how to counteract
the influence of satan how to recognize the work of angels in answer to prayer and much
more touch the world through prayer provides step by step plans for making a prayer list
organizing a prayer circle and holding a prayer retreat for your christian friends who have a
burden for missions many spend their entire lifetime traversing the landscape of the valley
unknown to multitudes the devil has programmed the majority to the tail region the mystery
of the spirit of the valley is exposed this book offers a lifetime opportunity to everyone who
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wants to come out of the valley and move to the mountain top this book is a must read it is
readable rewarding and didactic god s touch is full of inspiring and touching message on
how the touch of god is important in our life and each morning take a moment to think
about god s hand and touch many people are waiting to feel happy and to be successful but
the truth is without the touch of god you cannot achieve it one touch of his favor can shift
you into something greater and put you more than 60 100 years ahead of where you thought
you would be amen in god s touch henry wants you to know that we need the touch and
voice of god in everything we do as children of god don t think that the lord is too weak to
save you or too deaf to hear your call for help isaiah 59 1 god is the arm that hold you at
your weakest the eye that will see you at your darkest and the heart that will love you at
your worst as you sit with god you are greeted with his almighty outstretched hand in and
out in his touch are deep places of the earth the heights of the hills are also his psalms 95 4
in his hand and touch he satisfy the desires of everything salvation blessing deliverance
provision wisdom change love financial breakthrough relationship leadership dominion
promises and more amen i have lived and seen god s hand and touch throughout my life
time and all was the best for me for you have made me glad by what you have done i will
sing for joy at the work of your hand psalm 92 4 love this book read it pray believe it act and
you will see the touch of god working in your life amen henrymugabo12377 yahoo com
facebook henry mugabo the gospel of john occupies a special place in the bible because it
focuses on life its writer the apostle john had a specific burden related to life and building
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and his ministry was fully focused on these two matters his gospel reveals that god is
manifested as the word and becomes the spirit to enter into us in order to be our life but
this marvelous fact is not the goal it is a procedure to achieve an ultimate goal the gospel of
john says that the word who is god became flesh and tabernacled among us life is the
procedure and the tabernacle is the goal god came to be our life so that he might tabernacle
in us and among us that we might receive him as life for the building up of the house of god
towns reveals the power of prayer in this fascinating look at the lord s prayer each chapter
examines a line from the prayer revealing power points for every believer desiring a more
dynamic prayer life towns says what would you say if you were ushered into the throne
room of god with only one minute to request everything you needed but didn t know how to
put it into words the lord s prayer includes everything you need to ask when you talk to god
it is a model prayer that teaches us how to pray the early believers of jesus christ knew that
they were not just members of an organization nor were they just an extension of old
testament judaism they knew that they were followers of the living lord jesus christ they
were members of a thing called the church through the centuries the church has been the
most powerful transforming force in history yet in america many observe it as anemic and
powerless author elmer towns contends that there is good news there are many things that
are still right with the church what is right with the church affirms the positive things that
are present in the church today and what will carry it forward as a transforming force this
book is not a defense of the traditional church nor does it run to embrace all new forms of
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worship rather this book examines the biblical nature of church allowing the best to come
forth it is not a book about old churches new churches or home churches it is a book about
what is right about every true church no matter the expression history or culture a growing
number of people are not aware of the enduring strengths of the church the author
contends that if believers in christ are to effectively move forward with healthy communities
and a vibrant faith in this new century they must be established on foundational biblical
truths and core values and when this happens the church thrives as a transforming force
one of the very important messages of the bible is hope actually this spiritual reality that
keeps people s lives on the right path is found in the pages of the bible more often than we
think this spiritual reality is what leads us to a positive inner strength and a proper faith
filled attitude toward our circumstances pastor author lynne baab offers readers a useful
tool to understand both their own spiritual journeys and their role in the life of their chosen
spiritual community the book provides a basic understanding of the concepts of
psychological type and then builds upon them with applications to real life issues the
collected works of witness lee 1955 volume 4 contains messages given by brother witness
lee in september through november 1955 historical information concerning brother lee s
travels and the content of his ministry in 1955 can be found in the general preface that
appears at the beginning of volume 1 in this set the contents of this volume are divided into
ten sections as follows 1 twenty messages given in hong kong on september 21 through
october 2 these messages are included in this volume under the title the mingling of god
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and man and the principle of resurrection 2 three messages given in hong kong in
september these messages are included in this volume under the title fellowship with saints
in southeast asia 3 twenty one messages given in hong kong in october and november these
messages were previously published in a book entitled further talks on the knowledge of life
and are included in this volume under the same title 4 ten messages given in hong kong on
october 3 through 18 these messages are included in this volume under the title a record of
a bible study on romans and 1 and 2 corinthians 5 seven messages given in hong kong in
october and november these messages are included in this volume under the title a bird s
eye view of galatians ephesians philippians and colossians 6 seventeen messages given in
hong kong on october 3 through november 3 these messages are included in this volume
under the title concerning how to work for the lord 7 a message given in hong kong on
october 8 this message is included in this volume under the title concerning how to meet 8 a
message given in hong kong on october 10 this message is included in this volume under the
title concerning how to cultivate one s character 9 a talk with brother k h weigh in hong
kong on october 16 this talk is included in this volume under the title knowing christ as life
and seeing the light concerning the tree of life 10 three messages given in hong kong on
october 19 through 25 these messages are included in this volume under the title
concerning the practice needed in the meetings what is reality is reality both mind and
matter body and soul as taught by western religions such as judaism christianity and islam
this is dualism the approach of philosophers from plato to descartes or is reality only matter
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as taught by many modern scientists and philosophers this is materialism the approach of
philosophers from hobbes to marx or is reality only mind as taught by eastern religions and
western mystics this is the approach of philosophers from berkeley to whitehead the
beginning of genesis allows for multiple translations and interpretations we will read the
creation story in genesis from the point of view of each of these three approaches dualism
materialism and idealism in doing so we will tell three very different creation stories these
stories will take us on a fascinating journey through science philosophy and religion join us
on this journey as we explore issues such as does god perform miracles why is there evil in
the universe was darwin correct can robots have souls and if light is a wave what is waving
this book messages of impact being different than most whereby you can literally start from
the beginning of the book or from the dead center of the book or from the back of the book
only because each chapter delivers a different message that will promote building a one on
one relationship with god and his son jesus christ therefore you can pick and choose your
favorite chapters titles to start with until you finish the book please use these messages to
preach about use these messages for bible studies sunday school lessons share with others
and use it for your personal walk with the lord these messages with others god bless
challenging topical bible study based on max lucado s bestselling book just like jesus topical
bible study series god loves you just the way you are but he refuses to leave you that way he
wants you to be just like jesus join max in this challenging new topical bible study based on
his bestselling book just like jesus excellent for personal small group or classroom settings
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you too can learn to be just like jesus herein are the daily proceedings from the 12th 40 day
prayer and fasting crusade of christian missionary fellowship international cmfi that took
place from 12 october 20 november 2020 piloted from our ministry s international
headquarters in koume cameroon a large crowd gathered each night in koume the live
sound and images from koume reached over 1 212 unique individuals every night on
average in 176 nations across the six continents provoking over 5 453 immediate positive
reactions to the messages from the platforms where we have audience interaction god was
fully at work in this compilation we have laboured to restitute in its wholesomeness the
messages during the slot led by brother theodore andoseh on the making of disciples the
master s way for completeness we have included the information newsletter of the event
and a synopsis of the history of mass prayer and fasting crusades in our ministry in the
preamble the crusade was spiced with numerous life changing exhortations the prophetic
messages and addresses to the graduating students from the school of knowing and serving
god sksg are presented at the end the lord bless you are you relive these life changing
moments i made it through my testimonies with god s powerful help talks about my life how
god has brought me through it how he gave me strength to get through it he spared my life
so many times i could not have gotten through them without him that s why i want to share
my testimonies with the world because i don t know what people are going through some
people might be going through what i ve been through if god can bring me through i know
that he can bring you through what you are going through you just got to trust him and
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believe in him there s nothing too hard for god one of a kind can you imagine a love so
sweet a love so pure a love so deep can you imagine if one be touched how can one hold a
gift of much can you imagine yes just one kind i wish he was here to clean and strengthen
our corrupt minds now i can imagine him in everyone s hearts and having this world as a
place of art a practical guide for living a life of integrity leading with integrity provides a
common sense approach to applying christian principles and values in everyday life inspired
by the desire to help others the author uses real life experience to illustrate the practical
hands on application of skills that will help business owners and managers succeed while
maintaining a high level of integrity focusing on leadership and organizational structure
with support from biblical teaching this book provides a positive guide on how to be a
successful leader and live a life of significance the methods described can be applied on
every level whether you are just beginning your career or a senior executive the
straightforward common sense principles can be a benefit to all integrity is the true
measure of a person and the most essential character trait of a good leader good moral
character and integrity will earn respect and trust among your peers and help you excel in
every aspect of life the author provides a refreshing view of how to succeed with honor and
integrity in a world of diminishing values and morals ranging from large corporations to
family and individual development you will learn how to succeed through open
communication and honesty about the author cody seaton is a professional businessman
leader and disciple of christ born in amarillo texas and grew up in northeastern new mexico
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cody returned to texas after high school earning an associate degree in ranch and feedlot
operations from clarendon college a bachelor s degree in applied arts and sciences and a
master s degree in business mba from west texas a m university cody owned and operated a
successful small business for over ten years building fence and livestock facilities he is a
proven general manager leading and motivating teams for over twenty years he is an expert
in real estate acquisitions government contracts project management policy implementation
program oversight team leadership marketing and customer retention he has worked in
various industries across the country with extensive hands on experience with a strong
desire to share his values and practical knowledge cody hopes to encourage others helping
them succeed through fundamental christian principles that can be applied to business and
everyday life bad things happen to all people but we often ask why good people suffer and
the wicked prosper this is a very complex subject to which ady tries to give some clarity in
this book through trials to triumph he discusses the issue from a biblical perspective and
helps the reader to understand why trials happen to all of us this book shows that life is a
journey full of ups and downs what we often perceive as a bad situation can be an
opportunity for change and growth but the key is attitude and faith how people deal with
lifes trials depends on what attitude they have god does not cause bad things to happen to
us but he allows them in our lives and stands ready to help us through difficult times both
an original work by and a tribute to one of the most distinguished english language experts
on the spiritual exercises of st ignatius loyola this book combines a series of essays
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exploring key terms used by ignatius and a collection of reminiscences of michael ivens his
earlier commentary understanding the spiritual exercises followed by his own translation of
the exercises had established his reputation but he was unable to include in his commentary
the glossary of distinctive ignatian terms that many find elusive or recondite an
understanding of such terms provides new avenues of approach and also displays the
theological and spiritual substructure of the exercises written during the final years of
michael s life these essays are poignant in their sensitivity to the death he could see fast
approaching his notes on my medical history are included along with some candid and
revealing memories from his friends the figure of this great jesuit comes alive in these pages
and his usual parting words to his visitors do keep in touch take on a new meaning michael
ivens 1933 2005 joined the society of jesus in 1951 straight from school and received the
usual training at that time with degrees in oxford and lyons spending fifteen years before
ordination to the priesthood in 1966 an exceptional public speaker gifted with an original
mind he worked mainly in the field of spirituality writing regularly for the way and gaining
an international reputation as a retreat giver appointed to help train his fellow jesuits he
spent nearly thirty years at st beuno s north wales for almost half of this time from 1990 he
was plagued with ill health a brain tumour that eventually turned him blind but he inspired
many by his insight tenacity and good humour joseph a munitiz sj was a friend and
colleague of michael ivens his professional work has involved him mainly in editorial work
english spanish and greek publications now retired he is based at the jesuit novitiate in
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birmingham in breaking eve s curse dr frank hultgren gives biblical promise of healing for
the body mind and emotions he shares techniques addressing symptoms of illness in each of
these areas unwavering obedience the path to eternal blessings is a profound exploration of
the transformative power of obedience in the life of faith this enlightening journey delves
into the story of abraham the father of faith as a compelling example of unwavering
obedience to god s commands in this book you will discover the profound blessings that
await those who like abraham choose to walk in complete obedience to the divine will
through meticulous analysis and spiritual insight you will unravel the intricacies of
obedience faith and the character of god the narrative also reveals the critical importance of
obedience in receiving not only god s promises but also his fresh revelations of his character
unwavering obedience explains that obedience isn t merely an act of compliance but a
profound avenue for spiritual growth character development and increased faith as you
journey through these pages you will come to understand that obedience isn t just an
obligation it is a sacred privilege this book will inspire you to embrace obedience as a way of
life leading you to an abundance of blessings and a deeper connection with god explore the
depths of faith obedience and the incredible character of jehovah jireh the god who sees and
provides uncover the eternal rewards that await those who choose the path of unwavering
obedience unwavering obedience the path to eternal blessings will guide you toward a life of
purpose joy and fulfillment as you walk in harmony with god s divine plan introduction to
christian worship third edition traces the development of the major forms of christian
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worship and includes discussion of the newest service books of the principal churches of
north america and the british isles this staple of liturgical history is used widely in
protestant seminaries and is read by clergy and laity alike as an accurate informative and
accessible introduction to all aspects of christian worship this revision keeps pace with the
latest scholarship and includes more maps tables woodcuts and photographs during danger
he will keep me safe in his shelter he will hide me in his holy tent or he will protect me on a
tall mountain psalm 27 5 peb there is only one hiding place one place of true covering and
security the manifest presence of god your religion will not protect you your doctrines will
not deliver you from evil your denomination will not save you your degree will not heal you
the scriptures and history have proven time and again the manifest presence of the lord is
our only hiding place our only deliverer our only healer as king david found the always
present one is my rock my place of safety and my savior my god is my rock i can run to him
for safety he is my shield and my saving strength the always present one is my high tower ps
18 2 peb for the past 37 years author don nori has been a persistent advocate for the
presence of jesus within the heart of every believer his personal experience and his keen
insights are evident in this incredibly revealing book in manifest presence you will find
abiding interactive relationship with god a refuge from the coming storm the place where
genuine worship touches god how the constant miraculous is a daily experience his fullness
manifested in your heart move from the constraints of christless religion and the
recklessness of random spiritualism to the place where manifest presence genuinely rules
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your heart the truths in this book will change your life forever those who go to the most high
for safety will be protected by god almighty psalm 91 1 peb the collected works of witness
lee 1956 volume 3 contains messages given by brother witness lee from may 2 1956 through
january 21 1957 historical information concerning brother lee s travels and the content of
his ministry in 1956 can be found in the general preface that appears at the beginning of
volume 1 in this set the contents of this volume are divided into eleven sections as follows 1
two messages given in taipei taiwan on may 2 and 3 1956 these messages are included in
this volume under the title comments on the testimonies of the trainees 2 two messages
published in the ministry of the word in 1956 these messages are included in this volume
under the title a god who hides himself chapter 1 of this section is an unabridged version of
the message included in volume 2 as chapter 1 of the section entitled the ministry of the
word miscellaneous messages 1956 3 two sets of personal notes written in july 1956 and in
october through december 1956 these notes are included in this volume under the title
witness lee s personal notes 4 a talk given in hong kong on august 15 1956 this talk is
included in this volume under the title a talk concerning wedding meetings 5 eight
messages given in hong kong on august 21 through 30 1956 these messages are included in
this volume under the title the inner operation of god and the salvation of man s tripartite
being 6 nine messages given in hong kong on august 22 through 30 1956 these messages
are included in this volume under the title transformation and conformation in god s
salvation 7 five messages given in hong kong beginning on september 2 1956 these
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messages which appear as four chapters and an appendix were previously published in a
book entitled the meaning and purpose of prayer and are included in this volume under the
same title 8 fourteen messages given in hong kong on september 5 through october 4 1956
these messages are included in this volume under the title guidelines for the experience of
life 9 ten messages given in hong kong in september and october 1956 these messages are
included in this volume under the title guidelines for service 10 ten messages given in hong
kong in september and october 1956 these messages are included in this volume under the
title critiques given during the practice of giving messages 11 six messages given in manila
philippines on december 31 1956 through january 21 1957 these messages are included in
this volume under the title the testimony of jesus and our overcoming heal the wounds of
the past this insightful devotional was created for the thousands of women from across the
world who have received healing and restoration through the woman thou art loosed
message the daily devotions have been developed from woman thou art loosed by t d jakes
and are taken from the triumphs failures trials and faith of the women in god s word each
liberating chapter is designed to assist the reader in keeping the binding chains of the past
from refastening themselves in her life what was the most stinging moment that you have
experienced one that might have hurt you deeply and caused you to be angry bitter or even
hopeless one of mine was when i received my performance review after clocking an average
sixty hour work week for eight months in a new position i devoted myself to overcoming the
challenges and excelling in my job i stayed in faith and trusted in god for a breakthrough it
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ended with my supervisor telling me you know what i think i made a mistake in employing
you ironically through the passage of time god turned the same situation bottom up while
transforming me inside out i later conceded that my supervisor was right similarly joseph
fell from being a highly favored son to being a lowly servant before he ascended
supernaturally to become the second most powerful man in egypt yet joseph still faced
challenges after his promotion written by a nonministerial christian the successful slave
speaks of a journey of spiritual and emotional growth it explores the meaning of success
when god called joseph successful at one of the lowest points of his life it brings hope to its
readers through personal testimonies that resonate with the challenges that everyone faces
in their everyday lives using the backdrop of josephs story the faithfulness of god is seen
manifesting in my life as a full time working adult every chapter not only speaks of gods
goodness toward me but also ends with an encounter in which i share gods goodness with
people around me be encouraged in this world you will have trouble but take heart i have
overcome the world john 16 33b niv i could not understand the cruelty of this world or why i
even needed to endure it until i came to know christ and my understanding was changed
before i knew him i grew up in an abusive environment believed in buddhism was an
alcoholic was a single parent but worst of all i thought i was nothing more than a piece of
rubbish i made countless wrong decisions endured terrible relationships and i thought i
could change my life with my own hands but in the end i had to accept that i was hopeless
but then jesus came and met me just as he came to the woman at the well john 4 he showed
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himself to me and in his power he healed me in a miraculous way in one second the damage
that i had brought to my body was fixed as though i were brand new jesus has continuously
shown me his glory giving me an understanding of life and carrying me through mountains
and seas as i have walked along the path toward christ he has proved through my life that
the word of god is true and never fails he has proved that god is love and he is alive now i no
longer believe that i am rubbish or that i am unworthy unloved or hopeless instead i know
that i have been reborn into a new creation and i know that i am made to be his rose and his
pearl this may be my life story but it is his testimony and i pray that it brings hope to your
life supernatural encounters are for everyone god still speaks to his children today
encounters can include visions dreams or a personal encounter seeing jesus himself each
encounter brings revelation and transformation once the power of god is experienced a
person is never the same again what is god speaking to you today spending time with jesus
brings about our transformation which affects the world around us this book will share
supernatural encounters examples are given from the word of god and from personal
experiences of my own mention a personal encounter with jesus himself encourage the
reader to answer the call of god on their life drawn from more than 40 years of study and
ministry this devotional classic offers 365 meditations to calm the soul and point toward the
one who can always help a day by day guide for quiet reflection and prayer from the nation s
most beloved spiritual leader this book is for those who hunger for a healing they have yet
to find if you want to learn what is standing between you and wholeness and how to connect
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with the healing touch of jesus then this book is for you for our loving god has both the
power and the passion to make you whole for much of christian history greater focus has
been paid to jesus death than to his three years of ministry and his crucifixion has often
been understood primarily as a means to salvation in heaven but retired pastor tim lehman
contends that we ve drastically missed the point by not looking closely at and learning from
jesus words and actions before his death as a result we lose out on the joy and freedom of
living fully as his disciples and experiencing salvation already in this life on earth in this
broad study of matthew s gospel lehman challenges readers to view jesus death in light of
his life he urges us not just to believe in jesus but to believe jesus to take seriously all that
he taught and how he lived as lehman leads readers along a carefully laid path christians
and non christians alike will have to rethink long held assumptions the place of violence in
the christian life the givenness of division in our modern world the meaning of atonement
salvation and the kingdom of heaven and more but along the way we are sure to learn grow
and hopefully come to know more deeply god s unconditional love for all paul wrote at the
end of a completed revelation jesus himself had declared it is finished that great movement
which began with the call to abram and concluded with jesus returning to the father was
over paul could write concerning the completed knowledge of the meaning of human life as
he stood in the full revelation that came to him through christ jesus it does not matter to the
church whether paul directed this process or he simply recorded it in his epistles paul
speaks to us as one who has stood in the light of the glory of god as seen in the face of jesus
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he calls to us as we face life in the midst of the terrifying world that is the twenty first
century come with me as we consider the thoughts of paul this anthology for lent and easter
includes 22 creative components such as monologues and skits services dialogues dramas as
well as a service and a litany requiring little to no staging and props each program involves
a varying number of participants perfect for congregations of any size included are
materials for ash wednesday through holy week copy privileges are granted the one thing
we should strive for in life is to please god our heavenly father it pleases god when we seek
him in prayer and brag about his love and affection for us god will give us holy ghost
boldness and supernatural power to impact the world with his love when we pray prayer can
be difficult for people and this prayer book will help them to grow confidence in their
personal prayer life christians of all denominations will appreciate this text as it deals with
general bible questions non christians who want to know about the bible will be much
enlightened too reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in
reproducing historical works in large print to make reading easier for people with impaired
vision



Touch the World through Prayer
2018-11-20

god has a wonderful plan by which you can have a world influence through your prayer
writes dr wesley duewel god has planned that ordinary christians like you and me can
become mighty in prayer for the reaping of christ s harvest among the nations today touch
the world through prayer explains how every christian can pray for the missionaries church
leaders and political leaders in countries around the globe where the gospel is being
preached today dr duewel gives specific bible promises that we can claim in these
intercessory prayers he describes how to pray in the power of jesus name how to counteract
the influence of satan how to recognize the work of angels in answer to prayer and much
more touch the world through prayer provides step by step plans for making a prayer list
organizing a prayer circle and holding a prayer retreat for your christian friends who have a
burden for missions

Praying Against the Spirit of the Valley
2016-04-25



many spend their entire lifetime traversing the landscape of the valley unknown to
multitudes the devil has programmed the majority to the tail region the mystery of the spirit
of the valley is exposed this book offers a lifetime opportunity to everyone who wants to
come out of the valley and move to the mountain top this book is a must read it is readable
rewarding and didactic

God's Touch
2020-12-22

god s touch is full of inspiring and touching message on how the touch of god is important in
our life and each morning take a moment to think about god s hand and touch many people
are waiting to feel happy and to be successful but the truth is without the touch of god you
cannot achieve it one touch of his favor can shift you into something greater and put you
more than 60 100 years ahead of where you thought you would be amen in god s touch
henry wants you to know that we need the touch and voice of god in everything we do as
children of god don t think that the lord is too weak to save you or too deaf to hear your call
for help isaiah 59 1 god is the arm that hold you at your weakest the eye that will see you at
your darkest and the heart that will love you at your worst as you sit with god you are
greeted with his almighty outstretched hand in and out in his touch are deep places of the



earth the heights of the hills are also his psalms 95 4 in his hand and touch he satisfy the
desires of everything salvation blessing deliverance provision wisdom change love financial
breakthrough relationship leadership dominion promises and more amen i have lived and
seen god s hand and touch throughout my life time and all was the best for me for you have
made me glad by what you have done i will sing for joy at the work of your hand psalm 92 4
love this book read it pray believe it act and you will see the touch of god working in your
life amen henrymugabo12377 yahoo com facebook henry mugabo

Life and Building in the Gospel of John
2024-03-25

the gospel of john occupies a special place in the bible because it focuses on life its writer
the apostle john had a specific burden related to life and building and his ministry was fully
focused on these two matters his gospel reveals that god is manifested as the word and
becomes the spirit to enter into us in order to be our life but this marvelous fact is not the
goal it is a procedure to achieve an ultimate goal the gospel of john says that the word who
is god became flesh and tabernacled among us life is the procedure and the tabernacle is
the goal god came to be our life so that he might tabernacle in us and among us that we
might receive him as life for the building up of the house of god



Praying the Lord's Prayer for Spiritual Breakthrough
1997-11-15

towns reveals the power of prayer in this fascinating look at the lord s prayer each chapter
examines a line from the prayer revealing power points for every believer desiring a more
dynamic prayer life towns says what would you say if you were ushered into the throne
room of god with only one minute to request everything you needed but didn t know how to
put it into words the lord s prayer includes everything you need to ask when you talk to god
it is a model prayer that teaches us how to pray

What's Right with the Church
2009-09-15

the early believers of jesus christ knew that they were not just members of an organization
nor were they just an extension of old testament judaism they knew that they were followers
of the living lord jesus christ they were members of a thing called the church through the
centuries the church has been the most powerful transforming force in history yet in
america many observe it as anemic and powerless author elmer towns contends that there is



good news there are many things that are still right with the church what is right with the
church affirms the positive things that are present in the church today and what will carry it
forward as a transforming force this book is not a defense of the traditional church nor does
it run to embrace all new forms of worship rather this book examines the biblical nature of
church allowing the best to come forth it is not a book about old churches new churches or
home churches it is a book about what is right about every true church no matter the
expression history or culture a growing number of people are not aware of the enduring
strengths of the church the author contends that if believers in christ are to effectively move
forward with healthy communities and a vibrant faith in this new century they must be
established on foundational biblical truths and core values and when this happens the
church thrives as a transforming force

Hope
2021-07-15

one of the very important messages of the bible is hope actually this spiritual reality that
keeps people s lives on the right path is found in the pages of the bible more often than we
think this spiritual reality is what leads us to a positive inner strength and a proper faith
filled attitude toward our circumstances



Personality Type in Congregations
1998-11-01

pastor author lynne baab offers readers a useful tool to understand both their own spiritual
journeys and their role in the life of their chosen spiritual community the book provides a
basic understanding of the concepts of psychological type and then builds upon them with
applications to real life issues

The Collected Works of Witness Lee, 1955, volume 4
2018-11-08

the collected works of witness lee 1955 volume 4 contains messages given by brother
witness lee in september through november 1955 historical information concerning brother
lee s travels and the content of his ministry in 1955 can be found in the general preface that
appears at the beginning of volume 1 in this set the contents of this volume are divided into
ten sections as follows 1 twenty messages given in hong kong on september 21 through
october 2 these messages are included in this volume under the title the mingling of god
and man and the principle of resurrection 2 three messages given in hong kong in



september these messages are included in this volume under the title fellowship with saints
in southeast asia 3 twenty one messages given in hong kong in october and november these
messages were previously published in a book entitled further talks on the knowledge of life
and are included in this volume under the same title 4 ten messages given in hong kong on
october 3 through 18 these messages are included in this volume under the title a record of
a bible study on romans and 1 and 2 corinthians 5 seven messages given in hong kong in
october and november these messages are included in this volume under the title a bird s
eye view of galatians ephesians philippians and colossians 6 seventeen messages given in
hong kong on october 3 through november 3 these messages are included in this volume
under the title concerning how to work for the lord 7 a message given in hong kong on
october 8 this message is included in this volume under the title concerning how to meet 8 a
message given in hong kong on october 10 this message is included in this volume under the
title concerning how to cultivate one s character 9 a talk with brother k h weigh in hong
kong on october 16 this talk is included in this volume under the title knowing christ as life
and seeing the light concerning the tree of life 10 three messages given in hong kong on
october 19 through 25 these messages are included in this volume under the title
concerning the practice needed in the meetings



Three Creation Stories
2024-02-07

what is reality is reality both mind and matter body and soul as taught by western religions
such as judaism christianity and islam this is dualism the approach of philosophers from
plato to descartes or is reality only matter as taught by many modern scientists and
philosophers this is materialism the approach of philosophers from hobbes to marx or is
reality only mind as taught by eastern religions and western mystics this is the approach of
philosophers from berkeley to whitehead the beginning of genesis allows for multiple
translations and interpretations we will read the creation story in genesis from the point of
view of each of these three approaches dualism materialism and idealism in doing so we will
tell three very different creation stories these stories will take us on a fascinating journey
through science philosophy and religion join us on this journey as we explore issues such as
does god perform miracles why is there evil in the universe was darwin correct can robots
have souls and if light is a wave what is waving



MESSAGES OF IMPACT
2006-07

this book messages of impact being different than most whereby you can literally start from
the beginning of the book or from the dead center of the book or from the back of the book
only because each chapter delivers a different message that will promote building a one on
one relationship with god and his son jesus christ therefore you can pick and choose your
favorite chapters titles to start with until you finish the book please use these messages to
preach about use these messages for bible studies sunday school lessons share with others
and use it for your personal walk with the lord these messages with others god bless

Holy Flab!
1881

challenging topical bible study based on max lucado s bestselling book just like jesus topical
bible study series god loves you just the way you are but he refuses to leave you that way he
wants you to be just like jesus join max in this challenging new topical bible study based on
his bestselling book just like jesus excellent for personal small group or classroom settings



you too can learn to be just like jesus

The unity and harmony in God's word, as found in the
Bible, the world, and man
1999-02-11

herein are the daily proceedings from the 12th 40 day prayer and fasting crusade of
christian missionary fellowship international cmfi that took place from 12 october 20
november 2020 piloted from our ministry s international headquarters in koume cameroon a
large crowd gathered each night in koume the live sound and images from koume reached
over 1 212 unique individuals every night on average in 176 nations across the six
continents provoking over 5 453 immediate positive reactions to the messages from the
platforms where we have audience interaction god was fully at work in this compilation we
have laboured to restitute in its wholesomeness the messages during the slot led by brother
theodore andoseh on the making of disciples the master s way for completeness we have
included the information newsletter of the event and a synopsis of the history of mass
prayer and fasting crusades in our ministry in the preamble the crusade was spiced with
numerous life changing exhortations the prophetic messages and addresses to the
graduating students from the school of knowing and serving god sksg are presented at the



end the lord bless you are you relive these life changing moments

The Touch of the Masters Hand
2022-09-13

i made it through my testimonies with god s powerful help talks about my life how god has
brought me through it how he gave me strength to get through it he spared my life so many
times i could not have gotten through them without him that s why i want to share my
testimonies with the world because i don t know what people are going through some
people might be going through what i ve been through if god can bring me through i know
that he can bring you through what you are going through you just got to trust him and
believe in him there s nothing too hard for god

The Making of Disciples
2012-10

one of a kind can you imagine a love so sweet a love so pure a love so deep can you imagine
if one be touched how can one hold a gift of much can you imagine yes just one kind i wish



he was here to clean and strengthen our corrupt minds now i can imagine him in everyone s
hearts and having this world as a place of art

I Made It Through My Testimonies With God's Powerful
Help
1888

a practical guide for living a life of integrity leading with integrity provides a common sense
approach to applying christian principles and values in everyday life inspired by the desire
to help others the author uses real life experience to illustrate the practical hands on
application of skills that will help business owners and managers succeed while maintaining
a high level of integrity focusing on leadership and organizational structure with support
from biblical teaching this book provides a positive guide on how to be a successful leader
and live a life of significance the methods described can be applied on every level whether
you are just beginning your career or a senior executive the straightforward common sense
principles can be a benefit to all integrity is the true measure of a person and the most
essential character trait of a good leader good moral character and integrity will earn
respect and trust among your peers and help you excel in every aspect of life the author
provides a refreshing view of how to succeed with honor and integrity in a world of



diminishing values and morals ranging from large corporations to family and individual
development you will learn how to succeed through open communication and honesty about
the author cody seaton is a professional businessman leader and disciple of christ born in
amarillo texas and grew up in northeastern new mexico cody returned to texas after high
school earning an associate degree in ranch and feedlot operations from clarendon college a
bachelor s degree in applied arts and sciences and a master s degree in business mba from
west texas a m university cody owned and operated a successful small business for over ten
years building fence and livestock facilities he is a proven general manager leading and
motivating teams for over twenty years he is an expert in real estate acquisitions
government contracts project management policy implementation program oversight team
leadership marketing and customer retention he has worked in various industries across the
country with extensive hands on experience with a strong desire to share his values and
practical knowledge cody hopes to encourage others helping them succeed through
fundamental christian principles that can be applied to business and everyday life

God's Greatness
2023-09-11

bad things happen to all people but we often ask why good people suffer and the wicked



prosper this is a very complex subject to which ady tries to give some clarity in this book
through trials to triumph he discusses the issue from a biblical perspective and helps the
reader to understand why trials happen to all of us this book shows that life is a journey full
of ups and downs what we often perceive as a bad situation can be an opportunity for
change and growth but the key is attitude and faith how people deal with lifes trials depends
on what attitude they have god does not cause bad things to happen to us but he allows
them in our lives and stands ready to help us through difficult times

The People's Bible
2011-07-25

both an original work by and a tribute to one of the most distinguished english language
experts on the spiritual exercises of st ignatius loyola this book combines a series of essays
exploring key terms used by ignatius and a collection of reminiscences of michael ivens his
earlier commentary understanding the spiritual exercises followed by his own translation of
the exercises had established his reputation but he was unable to include in his commentary
the glossary of distinctive ignatian terms that many find elusive or recondite an
understanding of such terms provides new avenues of approach and also displays the
theological and spiritual substructure of the exercises written during the final years of



michael s life these essays are poignant in their sensitivity to the death he could see fast
approaching his notes on my medical history are included along with some candid and
revealing memories from his friends the figure of this great jesuit comes alive in these pages
and his usual parting words to his visitors do keep in touch take on a new meaning michael
ivens 1933 2005 joined the society of jesus in 1951 straight from school and received the
usual training at that time with degrees in oxford and lyons spending fifteen years before
ordination to the priesthood in 1966 an exceptional public speaker gifted with an original
mind he worked mainly in the field of spirituality writing regularly for the way and gaining
an international reputation as a retreat giver appointed to help train his fellow jesuits he
spent nearly thirty years at st beuno s north wales for almost half of this time from 1990 he
was plagued with ill health a brain tumour that eventually turned him blind but he inspired
many by his insight tenacity and good humour joseph a munitiz sj was a friend and
colleague of michael ivens his professional work has involved him mainly in editorial work
english spanish and greek publications now retired he is based at the jesuit novitiate in
birmingham

Leading with Integrity
2007



in breaking eve s curse dr frank hultgren gives biblical promise of healing for the body mind
and emotions he shares techniques addressing symptoms of illness in each of these areas

Through Trials to Triumph
2004-11

unwavering obedience the path to eternal blessings is a profound exploration of the
transformative power of obedience in the life of faith this enlightening journey delves into
the story of abraham the father of faith as a compelling example of unwavering obedience to
god s commands in this book you will discover the profound blessings that await those who
like abraham choose to walk in complete obedience to the divine will through meticulous
analysis and spiritual insight you will unravel the intricacies of obedience faith and the
character of god the narrative also reveals the critical importance of obedience in receiving
not only god s promises but also his fresh revelations of his character unwavering obedience
explains that obedience isn t merely an act of compliance but a profound avenue for
spiritual growth character development and increased faith as you journey through these
pages you will come to understand that obedience isn t just an obligation it is a sacred
privilege this book will inspire you to embrace obedience as a way of life leading you to an
abundance of blessings and a deeper connection with god explore the depths of faith



obedience and the incredible character of jehovah jireh the god who sees and provides
uncover the eternal rewards that await those who choose the path of unwavering obedience
unwavering obedience the path to eternal blessings will guide you toward a life of purpose
joy and fulfillment as you walk in harmony with god s divine plan

Keeping in Touch
2023-12-05

introduction to christian worship third edition traces the development of the major forms of
christian worship and includes discussion of the newest service books of the principal
churches of north america and the british isles this staple of liturgical history is used widely
in protestant seminaries and is read by clergy and laity alike as an accurate informative and
accessible introduction to all aspects of christian worship this revision keeps pace with the
latest scholarship and includes more maps tables woodcuts and photographs

Breaking Eve's Curse
2010-09-01



during danger he will keep me safe in his shelter he will hide me in his holy tent or he will
protect me on a tall mountain psalm 27 5 peb there is only one hiding place one place of
true covering and security the manifest presence of god your religion will not protect you
your doctrines will not deliver you from evil your denomination will not save you your
degree will not heal you the scriptures and history have proven time and again the manifest
presence of the lord is our only hiding place our only deliverer our only healer as king david
found the always present one is my rock my place of safety and my savior my god is my rock
i can run to him for safety he is my shield and my saving strength the always present one is
my high tower ps 18 2 peb for the past 37 years author don nori has been a persistent
advocate for the presence of jesus within the heart of every believer his personal experience
and his keen insights are evident in this incredibly revealing book in manifest presence you
will find abiding interactive relationship with god a refuge from the coming storm the place
where genuine worship touches god how the constant miraculous is a daily experience his
fullness manifested in your heart move from the constraints of christless religion and the
recklessness of random spiritualism to the place where manifest presence genuinely rules
your heart the truths in this book will change your life forever those who go to the most high
for safety will be protected by god almighty psalm 91 1 peb



Unwavering Obedience
2011-07-28

the collected works of witness lee 1956 volume 3 contains messages given by brother
witness lee from may 2 1956 through january 21 1957 historical information concerning
brother lee s travels and the content of his ministry in 1956 can be found in the general
preface that appears at the beginning of volume 1 in this set the contents of this volume are
divided into eleven sections as follows 1 two messages given in taipei taiwan on may 2 and 3
1956 these messages are included in this volume under the title comments on the
testimonies of the trainees 2 two messages published in the ministry of the word in 1956
these messages are included in this volume under the title a god who hides himself chapter
1 of this section is an unabridged version of the message included in volume 2 as chapter 1
of the section entitled the ministry of the word miscellaneous messages 1956 3 two sets of
personal notes written in july 1956 and in october through december 1956 these notes are
included in this volume under the title witness lee s personal notes 4 a talk given in hong
kong on august 15 1956 this talk is included in this volume under the title a talk concerning
wedding meetings 5 eight messages given in hong kong on august 21 through 30 1956 these
messages are included in this volume under the title the inner operation of god and the
salvation of man s tripartite being 6 nine messages given in hong kong on august 22



through 30 1956 these messages are included in this volume under the title transformation
and conformation in god s salvation 7 five messages given in hong kong beginning on
september 2 1956 these messages which appear as four chapters and an appendix were
previously published in a book entitled the meaning and purpose of prayer and are included
in this volume under the same title 8 fourteen messages given in hong kong on september 5
through october 4 1956 these messages are included in this volume under the title
guidelines for the experience of life 9 ten messages given in hong kong in september and
october 1956 these messages are included in this volume under the title guidelines for
service 10 ten messages given in hong kong in september and october 1956 these messages
are included in this volume under the title critiques given during the practice of giving
messages 11 six messages given in manila philippines on december 31 1956 through
january 21 1957 these messages are included in this volume under the title the testimony of
jesus and our overcoming

Introduction to Christian Worship Third Edition
2007-10-01

heal the wounds of the past this insightful devotional was created for the thousands of
women from across the world who have received healing and restoration through the



woman thou art loosed message the daily devotions have been developed from woman thou
art loosed by t d jakes and are taken from the triumphs failures trials and faith of the
women in god s word each liberating chapter is designed to assist the reader in keeping the
binding chains of the past from refastening themselves in her life

Manifest Presence
2012-12-01

what was the most stinging moment that you have experienced one that might have hurt
you deeply and caused you to be angry bitter or even hopeless one of mine was when i
received my performance review after clocking an average sixty hour work week for eight
months in a new position i devoted myself to overcoming the challenges and excelling in my
job i stayed in faith and trusted in god for a breakthrough it ended with my supervisor
telling me you know what i think i made a mistake in employing you ironically through the
passage of time god turned the same situation bottom up while transforming me inside out i
later conceded that my supervisor was right similarly joseph fell from being a highly favored
son to being a lowly servant before he ascended supernaturally to become the second most
powerful man in egypt yet joseph still faced challenges after his promotion written by a
nonministerial christian the successful slave speaks of a journey of spiritual and emotional



growth it explores the meaning of success when god called joseph successful at one of the
lowest points of his life it brings hope to its readers through personal testimonies that
resonate with the challenges that everyone faces in their everyday lives using the backdrop
of josephs story the faithfulness of god is seen manifesting in my life as a full time working
adult every chapter not only speaks of gods goodness toward me but also ends with an
encounter in which i share gods goodness with people around me be encouraged

The Collected Works of Witness Lee, 1956, volume 3
2016-12-13

in this world you will have trouble but take heart i have overcome the world john 16 33b niv
i could not understand the cruelty of this world or why i even needed to endure it until i
came to know christ and my understanding was changed before i knew him i grew up in an
abusive environment believed in buddhism was an alcoholic was a single parent but worst of
all i thought i was nothing more than a piece of rubbish i made countless wrong decisions
endured terrible relationships and i thought i could change my life with my own hands but
in the end i had to accept that i was hopeless but then jesus came and met me just as he
came to the woman at the well john 4 he showed himself to me and in his power he healed
me in a miraculous way in one second the damage that i had brought to my body was fixed



as though i were brand new jesus has continuously shown me his glory giving me an
understanding of life and carrying me through mountains and seas as i have walked along
the path toward christ he has proved through my life that the word of god is true and never
fails he has proved that god is love and he is alive now i no longer believe that i am rubbish
or that i am unworthy unloved or hopeless instead i know that i have been reborn into a new
creation and i know that i am made to be his rose and his pearl this may be my life story but
it is his testimony and i pray that it brings hope to your life

Woman, Thou Art Loosed! Devotional
2021-01-13

supernatural encounters are for everyone god still speaks to his children today encounters
can include visions dreams or a personal encounter seeing jesus himself each encounter
brings revelation and transformation once the power of god is experienced a person is never
the same again what is god speaking to you today spending time with jesus brings about our
transformation which affects the world around us this book will share supernatural
encounters examples are given from the word of god and from personal experiences of my
own mention a personal encounter with jesus himself encourage the reader to answer the
call of god on their life



Suffering and the Christian Life
2019-10-21

drawn from more than 40 years of study and ministry this devotional classic offers 365
meditations to calm the soul and point toward the one who can always help a day by day
guide for quiet reflection and prayer from the nation s most beloved spiritual leader

The Successful Slave
1996-08-30

this book is for those who hunger for a healing they have yet to find if you want to learn
what is standing between you and wholeness and how to connect with the healing touch of
jesus then this book is for you for our loving god has both the power and the passion to
make you whole



My Life Is His Testimony
2000

for much of christian history greater focus has been paid to jesus death than to his three
years of ministry and his crucifixion has often been understood primarily as a means to
salvation in heaven but retired pastor tim lehman contends that we ve drastically missed the
point by not looking closely at and learning from jesus words and actions before his death as
a result we lose out on the joy and freedom of living fully as his disciples and experiencing
salvation already in this life on earth in this broad study of matthew s gospel lehman
challenges readers to view jesus death in light of his life he urges us not just to believe in
jesus but to believe jesus to take seriously all that he taught and how he lived as lehman
leads readers along a carefully laid path christians and non christians alike will have to
rethink long held assumptions the place of violence in the christian life the givenness of
division in our modern world the meaning of atonement salvation and the kingdom of
heaven and more but along the way we are sure to learn grow and hopefully come to know
more deeply god s unconditional love for all



Holy Spirit Power
2019-11-20

paul wrote at the end of a completed revelation jesus himself had declared it is finished that
great movement which began with the call to abram and concluded with jesus returning to
the father was over paul could write concerning the completed knowledge of the meaning of
human life as he stood in the full revelation that came to him through christ jesus it does not
matter to the church whether paul directed this process or he simply recorded it in his
epistles paul speaks to us as one who has stood in the light of the glory of god as seen in the
face of jesus he calls to us as we face life in the midst of the terrifying world that is the
twenty first century come with me as we consider the thoughts of paul

Unto the Hills
2017-12-11

this anthology for lent and easter includes 22 creative components such as monologues and
skits services dialogues dramas as well as a service and a litany requiring little to no staging
and props each program involves a varying number of participants perfect for congregations



of any size included are materials for ash wednesday through holy week copy privileges are
granted

The Healing Touch of Jesus
2008

the one thing we should strive for in life is to please god our heavenly father it pleases god
when we seek him in prayer and brag about his love and affection for us god will give us
holy ghost boldness and supernatural power to impact the world with his love when we pray
prayer can be difficult for people and this prayer book will help them to grow confidence in
their personal prayer life

"All Authority Has Been Given To Me"
2018-04-24

christians of all denominations will appreciate this text as it deals with general bible
questions non christians who want to know about the bible will be much enlightened too



Thoughts on Paul
2005-08

reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing
historical works in large print to make reading easier for people with impaired vision

Living in the Light
2024-05-07

Prayers That Touch God's Heart

Clarified



The Personal Touch
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